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Generally speaking, political science is an intellectually chal-
lenged discipline. As I have noted elsewhere, despite important
advances in the history of philosophy, many of which have influ-
enced scholarship in diverse branches of the humanities, much
of political science remains in a “pre-Kantian epistemological
slumber.” Happily, however, as Anne Norton’s and Ian Shapiro’s
texts testify, the discipline is not bereft of critically-oriented
intellectuals. Both texts effectively
address the conceptual poverty and
epistemological myopia that have
afflicted the discipline since its found-
ing period at roughly the turn of the
twentieth century. 95 Theses on
Politics, Culture, & Method and The
Flight from Reality in the Human Sciences are fiercely intelli-
gent texts. They share a dual focus in that the two operate in both
critical and programmatic registers. They treat not only what has
been largely lacking in the discipline’s theory-building and eval-
uation but also suggest how the lack can be addressed. 

Although the texts differ markedly in style — Norton, borrowing
from Martin Luther, articulates her arguments as a series of polemi-
cal theses, while Shapiro’s writing is more reminiscent of Max
Weber’s juristic style, dialectically stating arguments and their
refutations — they share the position that the methodological rigor
associated with political science’s dominant empiricist epistemology
is an ambiguous achievement. While each of the texts articulates a
major theme, the significance of interpretation and the priority of
problems over methods for Shapiro and the pervasiveness of aesthet-
ics for Norton, neither is a continuous narrative. Norton’s fragments
are presented as separate theses, while Shapiro’s breaks are a func-
tion of the separate studies that his various chapters represent.
Importantly, however, both Norton and Shapiro share an apprecia-
tion of the critical undermining of empiricist conceits that derives
from the position that language is action rather than mere reference,
which is developed in the language philosophies of John Austin and
Ludwig Wittgenstein. It is well to recall, however, that the
Austinian/Wittgenstinian insistence on the significance of the con-
text of an utterance or statement (which Shapiro especially elabo-
rates) has been famously radicalized by Jacques Derrida, who points
to the instability of such contexts (an issue I treat later in my
review).1

In what follows, I draw inspiration from the critical insights
of both texts, focusing first on the hermeneutics-politics relation-
ship Shapiro explores and the problem-oriented injunction he

defends, and then on the implications of the aesthetic-politics
relationship central to one of Norton’s theses. I then offer some
critical reflections that I see as altering and radicalizing the pro-
grammatic directions toward which both texts aim. To set up
those reflections, I summon an earlier but remarkably like-
minded critique of empiricist methodology, Sheldon Wolin’s,
written during the height of the behavioral revolution in political

science. Wolin’s critical intervention is
important here because he evokes a
conceptual persona, Immanuel Kant,
who I think needs to be brought into
the critical conversations that Norton
and Shapiro evince.

Writing during a Cold War and
Vietnam War-influenced period of intense turmoil within the
U.S. political culture at large, as well as within academic institu-
tions, Wolin sought to redeem the “tradition” of political theory.2

He indicted the behaviorist trend in political science for its
“methodism,” for exhausting the space of political education
with methodological details to the neglect of a historically
informed and politically engaged knowledge. Significantly,
Wolin, like Shapiro, rejects the radical separation between theo-
retical commitments and facticity. As Wolin puts it, “Perhaps
facts are somehow molded by the logical forms of fact-stating
language”3 (similarly, Shapiro, edified by an earlier Yale intel-
lectual, Norwood Russell Hanson, evokes the famous Hanson
remark that facts are “theory-laden”). But apart from what he
shares with Shapiro, Wolin’s turn to Kant anticipates the issues I
want to join with Shapiro and Norton.

Despite his recognition that facts are theory-laden, and his
appreciation of the language-as-action perspective, Shapiro
retains a strong commitment to a more or less referential model
of the language-reality relationship. He argues for an interpretive
supplement that, because it is context sensitive, makes “reality”
more present rather than fugitive (to evoke Shapiro’s imagery).
In contrast, heeding the Kantian epistemological revolution,
Wolin firmly rejects traditional explanatory political analysis,
based on a model of objectivity that privileges “detachment,
fidelity to fact and deference to intersubjective verification by a
community of practitioners.” He asserts that rather than presum-
ing a pre-given world of objects and points of observation,
knowledge judgments are predicated on a contingent context.
“Method” [in the sense in which empiricists construct it], he
writes, “is not a thing for all worlds. It presupposes a certain
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answer to a Kantian type question, what must the world be like
for the methodist’s knowledge to be possible?”4 Wolin does not
elaborate on this brief but pregnant Kantian aside.

What is a mere hint in Wolin’s text refers to a revolutionary
philosophical insight. When Wolin refers to “a Kantian type
question,” he is effectively suggesting that epistemological
issues are not exhausted by developing explanations and then
assiduously verifying one’s observations. As Gilles Deleuze
acutely puts it in his gloss on the Kantian revolution, “I do not
perceive objects ... it’s my perception which presupposes the
object-form.”5 If one heeds Kant’s self-described Copernican
Revolution in philosophy, attention to issues of knowledge
requires an appreciation of the conditions of possibility for an
object to emerge and thereby constitute part of what is recog-
nized as facticity. Shapiro provides an opening to this insight in
his argument that inquiry should be problem- rather than
method-driven. But I want to radicalize the idea of a “problem”
by reflecting further on the implications of the Kantian revolu-
tion. Without going into elaborate detail on Kant’s first critique,
it should be noted, at a minimum, that Kant overturned tradi-
tional philosophy’s focus on the extent to which what appears
can be reliably observed. Substituting a productive mode of
consciousness for mere passive perception, and rejecting a
search for the essence or thing in itself behind the appearance,
Kant introduced a subject who is no longer subjected to the
object. Kant’s subject retains a recep-
tive sensibility but also has an active
understanding that legislates and
reflects. It is a subject responsible for
constituting the conditions in which
things can appear as things.6

Certainly there have since been
important critiques of the Kantian sub-
ject, which privileges consciousness
rather than, for example, the subject’s involvement in the world
(cf. Heidegger) or, for example, the subject’s incoherence, its
conflicting multiplicities (cf. a philosophical trajectory running
from Nietzsche to Deleuze), and, for example, the subject who
emerges as epi-phenomenal to discursive practices (cf.
Foucault). But rather than dwelling on the limitations of the
Kantian subject, I want to treat that part of the Kantian revolu-
tion that has inspired those post Kantian positions that bear
directly on the Shapiro and Norton insights. By the time Kant
developed his 3rd critique, he discovered something that he was
reluctant to acknowledge. Gilles Deleuze, the “James Bond” of
post Kantians (“nobody does it better”) points out that Kant’s
question, which “was unformulated in the first critique: what
counts as a part,”7 disturbs the synthesis, which for Kant
involved the completion of an act of understanding through the
operation of a productive consciousness in three separate acts:

apprehension, reproduction, and recognition. The radical contin-
gency of how to partition experience encourages the realization
“that the synthesis of the imagination, such as it arises in knowl-
edge, rests on a basis of a different nature, namely that the syn-
thesis of the imagination in all its aspects assumes an aesthetic
comprehension, an aesthetic comprehension both of the thing to
be measured and the unit of measure.”8

The implications, which Kant was reluctant to acknowledge,
are elaborated by Deleuze, who points to the contingencies and
fragilities associated with the understanding that the “synthesis”
is meant to effect:

At the same time that he discovers [that aesthetic comprehen-
sion is the basis of the synthesis he elaborates in his first
critique], he discovers the extraordinary variability of this
basis .... [that] the synthesis rests on is fundamentally fragile,
because the aesthetic comprehension of the unit of measure,
assumed by all effective measurement, can at each instant be
overwhelmed .... [that] there is the constant risk of the emer-
gence of a sort of thrust coming up from underground [sous-
sol], and this underground will break the synthesis.9

What I want to develop from Kant’s reluctant insight (he tries
to save “subjective finality” by returning to the concept of a
natural moral sense that he develops in his second critique),
which derives from his exploration of aesthetic comprehension,

are some radical implications for both
hermeneutic and aesthetic approaches
to “the political,” the main concerns of
Shapiro and Norton respectively. If it is
the case that there is no privileged place
from which to partition the sensible
world, and, further, no stable unit of
measure, how can one treat the coher-
ence and value of theoretical dis-

course? While there is a variety of critical, non-empiricist and
even what I shall call “post-hermeneutic” perspectives, two
suggest themselves immediately, because in different ways they
create conceptual conditions of possibility for a politics of dis-
course.

The first is expressed in one of the most important statements
in one of Michel Foucault’s earlier approaches to discourse (in
his The Archaeology of Knowledge): “To analyze a discursive
formation is ... to weight the value of statements. A value that is
not defined by their truth [here he contests empiricism], that is
not gauged by the presence of a secret content [here he contests
the traditional hermeneutics (of suspicion)]; but which charac-
terizes their place, their capacity for circulation and exchange.”
Foucault goes on to say that statements should be regarded as
“assets” and to note that to interrogate statements is not a 
matter of simply discovering either their fidelity to what they
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are about or their intelligibility with a context, but of noting the
way they pose “the question of power” because the statement is
“an asset that is, by nature, the object of a struggle, a political
struggle.”10

In short, the Foucauldian “method,” which resists hermeneutics
as much as it does empiricism, is effectively “post-hermeneutic,”
and as such bids to challenge Shapiro’s suggestion that there are
only two significant schools of thought brought to bear on politi-
cal analysis — empiricism and interpretation. While most of the
various aspects of hermeneutic/interpretive analysis seek to dis-
place enigma with intelligibility. Post hermeneutic approaches
inquire, among other things, into issues of why one form of
making things intelligible is dominant at particular historical
moments. For example, in a brief treatment of the psychiatrization
of criminality, Foucault points out that “the criminal” did not
emerge as an object of knowledge until well into the nineteenth
century.11 While the empiricist delves into the causes of crime,
and an interpretive theorist would perhaps attempt to disclose
what was meant by criminality when it emerged, Foucault is con-
cerned with the forces at work such that those involved in gover-
nance wanted, for the first time, to understand the criminal rather
than merely reacting to that persona punitively. This is not the
place to elaborate the mapping of modernity’s power-knowledge
circuits that Foucault’s later work involved. Suffice it to say that
he brought to bear a very different philosophico-historical method.
He sought not to make things clearer but to ask about the domains
within which an interest in clarity was evinced. 

In suggesting that inquiry should be problem-driven rather
than method-driven, Shapiro is moving in a direction that
Foucault has gone. However, the concept of a problem, for
Foucault, is articulated in a different grammar. Foucault asserted
that he does not work on problems but rather concerns himself
with modes of problematization.12 This grammatical shift is polit-
ically acute because it implies that those “problems” that get
asserted at particular historical moments exist at the expense of
alternative ones. What gets extensively problematized and nor-
malized as an intelligible political problem is owed to the func-
tioning of differential power relations. To work on problems, in
explanatory or interpretive modes, is thus often to strengthen the
grip of some form of power. To supplement Shapiro’s privileging
of problems over methods, one should heed the economies of
problematization within which the historical emergence of partic-
ular problems happens at the expense of alternatives. This mode
of attention is what I am calling post hermeneutic, a perspective
within which an interpretation constitutes a datum rather than a
commanding method. Moreover, I want to note that this shift to
the post hermeneutic is politically perspicuous.

In a preface to Friedrich Kittler’s monumental Discourse
Networks 1800–1900, David Wellbery characterizes “post
hermeneutics” as an approach that “abandons the language game

and form of life defined by the hermeneutic canons of justification
and enters into domains of inquiry inaccessible to acts of appro-
priative understanding.”13 And Kittler’s discourse analysis, which
follows Foucault’s, “seeks to delineate the apparatuses of power,
storage, transmission, training, reproduction, and that so forth that
make up the conditions of factual discursive occurrences.”14 Thus
Kittler’s mode of inquiry, like Foucault’s, manifests a contempo-
rary, highly politically attuned version of the Kant-inspired criti-
cal question: what are the conditions of possibility for one kind of
factuality, rather than another, to emerge. What is involved in the
juxtaposition between hermeneutics and Kittler’s approach is
therefore deeply political. As Wellbery concisely puts it, “Rather
than breaking new ground, the hermeneutic turns of the 1960’s
appears from Kittler’s perspective to be a restabilization, a defen-
sive shield that protects the inherited discourse network against
social and cultural mutations threatening to render hermeneutics
obsolete.”15

I want to again evoke Immanuel Kant to react to the Norton
text, especially because Kant’s critique of judgment has implica-
tions that will speak to and extend Norton’s thesis # 67: “Every
Method has an Aesthetic.” I endorse Norton’s thesis #67, espe-
cially her point that aesthetics makes arguments. However the
argumentative effects of aesthetic dimensions of a text can
remain obscured when simply located as an unacknowledged
supplement to method. To frame an approach to what I will call
a politics of aesthetics, one needs to articulate a political imagery
that is sensitive to the pluralistic ways in which the world can be
partitioned. Although there are many versions to which one can
turn, I find Jacques Ranciere’s most propitious for the inspiration
I am drawing from Norton’s thesis on aesthetics, and her turn to
artistic and popular culture genres. However, as was the case
with my reaction to Shapiro’s privileging of problems, I want to
suggest a grammatical change. Rather than focusing on what
Norton refers to as “the aesthetics of method,” I want to propose
the aesthetic as method, a focus that derives from Ranciere’s
treatment of that aesthetics-politics relationship.

In an analysis of artistic texts, Ranciere states: “Art is not
political owing to the messages and feelings that it conveys on
the state of [generally recognized] social and political issues.
Nor is it political owing to the way it represents social structures,
conflicts or identities. It is political by virtue of the very distance
that it takes with respect to those functions.”16 Thus for example,
Ranciere sees Virginia Woolf’s novels as more connected with
democratic history than Emile Zola’s, not because she wrote
“good social novels” but because “her way of working on the
contraction or distention of temporalities, on their contempora-
neousness or their distance, or her way of situating events at a
more minute level, all of this establishes a grid that makes it pos-
sible to think through the frames of political dissensuality more
effectively than the ‘social epic’s’ various forms.”17
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What is the political imaginary within which one can discern
the politics of the artistic text? Here is Ranciere’s version:

Politics itself is not the exercise of power or struggle for
power. Politics is first of all the configuration of a space as
political, the framing of a specific sphere of experience, the
setting of objects posed as “common” and of subjects to
whom the capacity is recognized to designate these objects
and discuss about them. Politics first is the conflict about the
very existence of that sphere of experience, the reality of those
common objects and the capacity of those subjects.18

Ranciere’s approach to the politics of aesthetics and his polit-
ical imaginary have an obvious Kantian heritage. His position is
that a radical politics — i.e., one that breaks with an unreflective
acceptance of the world delivered in the discourses of prevailing
power — involves a re-partitioning of the sensible world. “The
aesthetic nature of politics” he notes, directs our attention not to
“a specific single world,” but to “a world of competing
worlds.”19 Ranciere and Deleuze, among other post Kantians
(who in effect accept Kant’s displacement of an ontology of
essence with an ontology of sense), focus their approaches to
“the political” on the ways in which spheres of experience or
sensibility result from an active partitioning. Within this frame,
one can appreciate Norton’s challenge to traditional method,
which brackets the aesthetic dimension and focuses on such
operations as measurement and validation. We are back then to
Derrida’s argument that contexts are unstable, but we have to
recognize, with Norton, that more than
mere instability is involved. Those
whose focus is on traditional method
fail to discern the world-making within
which their methods are deployed.
Finally, while Norton’s point about
how the literary dimension of theory
building embodies political strategy is well taken (as is Shapiro’s
point about the interpretive supplement attending theory build-
ing), I want to close by issuing a caution about separating artis-
tic-literary-imaginative or fictive discourses from presumptively
realist ones. As post Kantians (among others) have realized, all
writing is productive and meaning-generating. Accordingly, a
critical politics of aesthetics can derive not from simply pointing
to the implicit political strategies sequestered within theoretical
discourses but from a turn toward the aesthetic as method.
Attuned to this kind of critical politics of aesthetics, Ranciere, in
a statement that Norton would doubtless endorse, puts it this
way. A politics of aesthetics is involved in “reconfigurating the

partition of the sensible, in bringing on the stage new objects and
subjects, in making visible that which was not visible, audible as
speaking beings they who where merely heard as noisy ani-
mals.”20
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